Trouble with Friendship...

Making Learning Visible...

(continued from page 2)

(continued from page 7)

sitcoms and TV commercials that
Madison Avenue dishes up regularly
to reassure well-meaning whites, like
me, that racism was laid to rest by the
Civil Rights legislation of the sixties.
DeMott goes on to say that this
denial of racism’s existence as a
foundation of our society leads to a
shying away from the labeling of our
society as a caste society. Relegating
problems to the realm of individual
differences between “prejudiced”
individuals shifts the responsibility for
dealing with those problems to those
particular individuals and allows the
majority of whites to see ourselves as
blameless and powerless.
Coupled with these images of
friendship and sameness are stories of
philanthropy, from the donations of
super-wealthy whites, to the business
partnerships that place white mentors in classrooms of color. What we
don’t see in these media messages is
any recognition of the efforts of leaders of color. We don’t see Geoffrey
Canada’s efforts in Harlem, or Robert
Moses’s work in the Algebra Project.
Instead, the loudly unspoken question, the question of fault or blame for
the ongoing achievement gap, looms
large. If these white philanthropists
offer a guarantee of a free ride to college to “these” kids and “they” don’t
graduate, whose fault is it? If all of us
white teachers, with our good intentions and hard work, aren’t closing the
gap, who’s to blame? Is it the kids,
their parents, their culture? How much
of this message gets internalized by
students of color? And how much
of this message do we internalize,
despite our good intentions?
These questions of blame used
to make me uncomfortable and for
the most part I have challenged them
silently, contenting myself with what
I’ve called a “proactive” approach
with students and their families. But
now I’m thinking that in order to be
truly proactive, I need to be much
more explicit. With all students, I
think I need to openly acknowledge

Debbie Bambino can be contacted
at dbambino@earthlink.net
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the existence of a current caste system based on race and its relationship
to the achievement gap. With colleagues, I need to ask the questions
that DeMott’s analysis points to,
asking whether I/we really believe
that equal opportunities exist and that
we’ve dealt with racism as a systematic form of oppression. Along the
same lines, I need to recognize the
ways that I’ve promoted a shallow
form of racial unity, one based on the
kinds of “friendship” or tolerance that
DeMott outlines.
Concretely, I’ll be introducing norms with the “Willing to be
Disturbed” section of Margaret
Wheatley’s book Turning to One
Another. Using this text and The
Zones of Comfort, Risk and Danger
has helped groups I’ve worked with
recently move beyond the level of
polite discourse into safe but principled, probing conversations.
I’ll also be using an article
called Educating African American
Children: Credibility at a Crossroads
by Brenda Campbell Jones and
Franklin Campbell Jones, Ed.D. The
authors raise questions about our
system’s loss of legitimacy, a loss
that continues to grow each day that
our leaders make speeches about
equity and our institutions, including schools, continue to discriminate
against poor children and children of
color.
At the beginning of this piece
I wondered how I would know if
I was making progress as a white
ally in the struggle for equity. Now
I think that one way I’ll know is
by my shift in framing questions.
I think all of my work should be
based on the intersection of “gap
closing” and healthy cultural identities for kids, regardless of the racial
make-up of the adult or student
populations where I’m working.

damental features of group learning that they shared at the MLV
Institute:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The members of learning
groups include adults as
well as children.
Documenting children’s
learning processes helps
to make learning visible
and shapes the learning
that takes place.
Members of learning
groups are engaged in the
emotional and aesthetic
as well as the intellectual
dimensions of learning.
The focus of learning
in groups extends beyond
the learning of individuals
to create a collective body
of knowledge.

In his opening remarks at
the Institute, Steve Seidel said
he hoped we would leave with
more questions than those we
had when we arrived and I, for
one, was very successful when
measured by this standard! As
I look over my notes, the pages
are filled with quotes, wonderings and a trove of questions. I’ll
close here with just one, and I
hope you’ll share your thoughts,
questions and experiences in
response to it: What happens at
the intersection of group learning
and documentation?

You can contact
Debbie Bambino at
dbambino@earthlink.net
For more information about
these principles, and the MLV
project, visit Project Zero
at pzweb.harvard.edu
For more information about
Reggio Emilia Schools, visit
zerosei.comune.re.it
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Interview with Debbi Laidley

Katy Kelly, Indiana

W

hen Debbi Laidley was
appointed as NSRF’s new
Co-Director, Katy Kelly
of the National Center took some time
to talk with her about her background,
early experiences with NSRF work and
hopes for the future.
Katy: Debbi, can you tell us a bit
about your background and how it has
shaped the educator you are today?
Debbi: I don’t know if I can talk about
my background without talking about
my roots. I grew up in the deep South,
in Arkansas, in the 60’s and 70’s when
schools in my area were entirely segregated. When I was in 7th grade, we
started what was called, “Freedom
of Choice.” It was supposed to be a
voluntary integration program. What
it actually meant was, for the first
time, children and families who were
in black schools could now have the
“Freedom of Choice” to attend white
schools, that almost invariably, had
better facilities. Everything was better
and everything was up to date.
It also meant that white students
also had the “Freedom of Choice” to
attend the schools that had traditionally been all black. As you can imagine,
the schools that had been traditionally
all black, remained so. A really small
handful of black students went to do
the voluntary integration at white
schools.

NSRF Mission Statement
The mission of the
National School Reform Faculty
is to foster educational and
social equity by empowering
all people involved with schools
to work collaboratively
in reflective democratic communities
that create and support
powerful learning experiences
for everyone.

K: Were you one of them?
D: I was one of them. My mom
taught, up until two years before
this, at the same black school that
I attended. She had been one of the
black teachers that had been forcibly
required to go teach at the white
school two years earlier, because
that had been kind of the easing-in
of this whole thing.
You take a few black teachers and sprinkle them into white
schools and a few white teachDebbi Laidley
ers and sprinkle them into black
schools, and get people to start
owned everybody. We knew we
thinking, “OK, this is going to hapbelonged and that people cared.
pen, and you can get used to it, see,
When I hit seventh grade, that all
these people are OK.” Mom was one
changed. I didn’t belong and I wasn’t
of those, “OK,” pioneers. I, and some
wanted. That lack of community is so
of my friends were some of these
harmful. I hear people talk about small
first little seventh-graders who were
learning communities and tossing the
pioneers.
word, “community,” around and doing
Because of the difficulty of that
things with educational decisions
whole period of time and the discrim- that superficially address the window
ination that I experienced, both subtle coverings and structures that should
and overt, I think I put a tremendous
lead to small learning communities.
emphasis in my life on issues of equi- However, I don’t see an emphasis on
ty everywhere. I see, I worry about,
what makes a community – how you
and I know that there is not equity,
create that belonging, that ownership
and it is right in front of my face all
of one another, that caring. Those
of the time.
things I really notice in our profession.
One piece of it that I really am
concerned about is the issue of comK: What did you notice about NSRF
munity, or lack of. In black elemenwhen you first heard about it or when
tary schools there was such a tremenyou first became involved with it. Did
dous sense of community; everybody
anything surprise you?
(continued on page 16)
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Houston Center of Activity Report

Interview with Debbi...

Catherine Araiza, Texas

(continued from page 3)

D: I think the thing that surprised me
was how connected it was to things I
had already been doing at my previous
school, that I didn’t know had been
connected to NSRF.
I was a teacher at Foshay
Learning Center, and at that school,
we were using lots and lots of protocols, examining student work. We had
a State of California Grant called SB
1274. That grant used, “the California
Protocol” as a tool to examine our
work. It was the way that our school,
as a whole school and in small groups,
looked at the impact of the changes
we were making. I had been doing that
for years, working with hundreds of
teachers, on our government structure,
leadership and at every decision that
we made. I was just so shocked to see
where this came from.
K: I have never heard of the California
Protocol.
D: It’s the Tuning Protocol! I was
amazed. I was blown away. I thought,
“You know, I had no idea that this is
what we were doing.” I didn’t know
the genesis of what we were doing.

eight of us at the School Management
Program under her wing and put us
through a week-long seminar. She gave
us an intense version of a facilitator’s
training over period of weeks. With
that and with her ongoing support, we
began to roll out our first CFG coaches
institutes. She supported us through
that, coached us, gave us feedback,
and we began to make adjustments and
began to work with the NSRF. It struck
me as a way to really create true community. I was selected as the person to
spearhead the effort for UCLA SMP
on this.
K: Last year you moved from working full-time at the UCLA SMP into
the LA School District. What are you
doing with the school district, now?
D: This year, I am acting coordinator for secondary literacy. Our local
district has about 65,000 students. In
the secondary we currently serve seven
comprehensive middle and high schools
and we have five more that are either
starting up right now, this year, or will
be in the next three years.
K: What do you do?

K: When did you first hear about
NSRF?
D: I was a faculty member with the
UCLA School Management Program.
It was working on improving LA
Unified and the surrounding metropolitan area that were just finishing up
their fifth year with Annenberg and the
LA-Annenberg Metropolitan Project
(LAAMP), and both had been doing
CFG work. These projects were going
to be closing and LAAMP began looking around for organizations that they
felt confident would carry-forth the
work of CFGs.
K: I see, and they approached the
UCLA School Management Program?
D: Yes, and asked if we would take
that on. Patricia Averette took about

K: You use the word, “coaches.” How
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D: We’re a professional development
arm around literacy. We support teachers and literacy in a few ways. The
central district has what is called, a
secondary literacy plan. It is a very
clear and focused plan that looks at
content literacy. It takes the fact that
so many students at the secondary
level are really struggling readers and
focuses on those specific strategies that
we can use, and coach one another to
use effectively, to help readers do what
they need to do in order to become
strong readers. We have a group of
coaches and we have literacy cadres.
Our work is to coach those coaches
and to work directly with those cadres
and directly with the school-site teachers.

does the coaching you are talking about
relate to CFG coaching?
D: It relates really well for me. I think
it’s just lucky that it does, because
CFG coaching is not the design of the
LAUSD. The coaches in our area have,
prior to my joining the team, received
training in cognitive coaching, there
is of course a link there, and have
received training in specific literacy
strategies. The place where they are
now, the CFG-type coaching is really
beneficial to them because it provides
them with a really systematic way to
coach one another. Many of them have
just been together now long enough,
this is starting their third year of working together, that they’re really ready
to start looking really directly at one
another’s work, so we have some protocols ready for them on how to do that
well.
The other portion of how CFG
work connects is that our local district
is really focusing district-wide on the
use of protocols when looking at student work. We’ve been training and
supporting that.
K: Have any of those coaches had a
chance to go through coaches seminars?
D: A number of them have, and it’s
really fortunate that when I returned to
the district that I had so many already
existing relationships in so many
schools, because the people had gone
through coaches training, and there
were people out there already either
using protocols in small groups as
it kind of came up as a need in their
schools or who are officially seriously
coaching a CFG.
K: I want to ask you about your personal CFG experiences. Do you have
any memories of coaching your first
CFG?
D: I do. It’s about the CFG that I have
been a member of the longest, the
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he work of CFGs, and the
principles that underlie it,
have been integral to Houston
A+ Challenge (formerly Houston
Annenberg Challenge) since it was
founded in 1997. We have offered CFG
new coach training since 1998 – to date
providing CFG new coach training to
almost 600 educators – and CFG work
is embedded in all Houston A+ initiatives and professional development services. (see side bar)

Houston A+ also uses Critical
Friends tools and strategies as
the operating foundation for the
organization. Continual learning,
examination of practice and cycle
of inquiry are integral pieces of all
meetings. Houston A+ staff members
examine each other’s work, ask probing
questions and read and discuss the latest
research to determine its application
to the work around supporting student
learning.
Grants from the Annenberg
Foundation, Bank of America, the
Brown Foundation, the Joe B. Foster
Family Foundation, the Clayton Fund,
Ocean Energy, and the Simmons
Foundation support the work of CFG in
the Houston area.
Some Highlights of Houston A+
Initiatives
Houston Schools for a New Society
Houston Schools for a New Society
(HSNS), a partnership between Houston
ISD and Houston A+ Challenge, is
redesigning high schools to ensure
that all Houston ISD graduates have
the knowledge and skills they need for
college or the workforce. Participating
high schools are moving away from the
traditional, large comprehensive high

school model into small, theme-based
academies designed around quality
teaching and learning and maximum
personalization of the learning environment for all students. Many of
these schools’ staff members have
received CFG new coach training.
In addition, a recent informal survey
indicates that many of the schools
also are using CFG tools in their
regular academy meetings as they
develop a professional learning community on campus. As
adults begin to collaborate in new ways in these
smaller structures, CFG
coaches have been able to
help structure meetings in
such a way that they focus
on improved student learning and professional dialogue.
Partnership for Quality Education
In 2000, Houston A+ Challenge
joined a team of universities, school
districts and a community college
that was forming Partnership for
Quality Education to redesign
teacher preparation programs at
their respective institutions. PQE
formed six design teams to reshape
teacher education courses along with
core and majors courses. The PQE
teams attended CFG trainings and
then used the protocols to facilitate
their design work. In addition,
“Making the Case for Quality Teacher
Education,” a new report by Adolfo
and Betin Santos of the Consortium
for Assessment, Research and
Evaluation (CARE), quotes several
PQE design team members as saying
CFG changed the way they teach. For
example, participants said they have
implemented more discovery learning
in their classes and become more of a
coach than a lecturer.
Fondren Reforming Schools
Summer Institute
More than 250 Houston area educators, parents, and community members convened in July for the eighth
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annual Fondren Reforming Schools
Summer Institute (FRSSI) to explore
the theme “Keeping Kids Connected.”
Institute highlights included keynote
addresses by Jim Burke and Grace
(continued on page 19)

Houston A+
Initiatives and
Professional
Development
Services
• K-5 Mathematics Initiative
• K-5 Fine Arts Initiative
• Fondren Reforming Schools
Summer Institute (crossdistrict institute focused on
school reform)
• Houston Schools for a New
Society (partnership with
Houston ISD 24 comprehensive high schools)
• Partnership for Quality
Education (higher education
initiative)
• Regional High School
Network (high school reform
initiative in three metropolitan area school districts)
• New Visions in Leadership
Academy (cross-district leadership initiative)
• Regional Senior Fellows
(cross-district learning network)
• Focused Impact Award - supports the original Houston
Annenberg Challenge network schools in the areas of
math, literacy, and fine arts.
• Teacher as Researcher Grant
– supports CFG-trained
teachers and administrators in
their inquiries about teaching
and learning.
• Challenge Early College
High School – a new small
high school
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School Three -

The Cambridge Rindge and Latin School
Beth Graham, Massachusetts

F

our years ago, when I became
principal of a small school in
a large, urban, conversion high
school, I had the rare opportunity to
grow a new community. I resolved to
create a school that sharply contrasted
from the non-intellectual institutions
of which I had been a product. In
order to begin this task, I featured
and promoted myself as head learner.
For students, teachers, and parents, I
modeled “not knowing”: I was curious,
asked a lot of questions, and resisted
easy solutions. As a result, I helped
us begin to manage the ambiguity that
comes from doing school differently.
We began to understand, for example,
that teaching and learning are complex
issues, and must remain at a complex
level if we are to do deep, meaningful
work in schools. Because I made my
own learning public, teachers started to
buy in, and a few began to share in the
decisions that affected our school.
But growing a professional learning community among all adults in our
school meant emerging from a deeply
embedded context of privatized teacher
practice. What would it take to shift
the culture of adults in order to best
serve the needs of all students? We
had to learn to work differently.
First, we had to create new structures to support our new learning. A
schedule was created, therefore, that
provided common planning time for
teachers. Having time available was
not enough, however; teachers required
my support as facilitator of those meetings in order to transfer their experience with traditional curriculum into
unexplored realms of essential questions and integrated, interdisciplinary,
and thematic units of study. To make
connections among disciplines explicit to
our students, we learned that we needed
first to uncover and make explicit those
connections to ourselves. Planning meetings were characterized by simultaneous
frustration and excitement; as we learned
and practiced thoughtful, reflective, and
civil discourse, however, our curriculum
began to emerge.
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While structures
such as common planning time were critical to
support our new learning,
how we used the structures was pivotal in our
becoming a professional
learning community.
For example, in addition
to our core curriculum
meetings, a weekly meeting was convened for all
advisors. While developing close, personal
relationships with some
kids was not new for us,
formalizing this kind
of experience for every
The Cambridge Rindge and Latin School
kid was new to all of us.
in our school), we also had time in
We needed each other to
meetings to write together. Most of us
learn how to be advisors, and so, we
kept journals, and we learned that we
became an advisory group of sorts:
needed that space and time to reflect
we learned to share our successes and
together as a community of adult
challenges with one another. Unlike
meetings characterized by blaming and learners, and as individuals. Using the
shaming students and families, in these Collaborative Assessment Conference,
we examined student work from mulmeetings, we used the Consultancy
tiple perspectives, and surfaced our
Protocol to ask for and receive the
kind of feedback we needed from each (often contradictory) assumptions about
teaching and learning. Finally, the
other in order to improve our practice.
As a full participant in these meetings, Tuning Protocol allowed us to ask for
help in improving our assignments, and
I often presented the dilemmas I faced
to design authentic assessments that
from working with my own group of
provoked students to demonstrate deep
twelve adolescents. I brought authenunderstanding.
tic work to the table, modeled vulnerThese structured conversations
ability for my staff (thereby making
were so much more than nimble
it safe for them to go public with their
work), and received invaluable support exercises and clever activities – this
became the way we worked in our
from colleagues.
school. It was our culture.
Using protocols to do our work
and engaging in reflective practice
As a result, the adults in our
became hallmarks of our emerging
school became collaborators, and,
community. Staff meetings opened
ultimately, modeled thinking and learnwith Connections, a time of transition
ing for our kids. It was not unusual to
from our work with children to our
observe teachers being transparent in
work with adults that allowed us to
their practice in front of kids: “Where
breathe and to gain perspective on our
do you think we should go next?”
work. Because I kept “administrivia”
“What do you think we need to do to
out of the way of what I considered
support your learning?” As teachers
to be the “real” work of teaching and
became more comfortable in their new
learning (morning memos and email
roles as coaches, or facilitators of learnwere the vehicles for communicating
ing, most were able to slip the bonds of
the urgent, but not important issues
having to be the expert in the room.
(continued on page 19)
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one that is entering its third year.
The thing I remember most is how
excited we were about the fact that
there were really smart people in the
room. And together, we were going
to have the luxury of time to sit and
learn together. At the same time
there was that feeling of tentativeness. “Am I really going to be safe?
What do we have to do to make sure
that we’re safe?” We all worked
in the same building, at that time,
and we knew that each of us had
alliances with people in the building who were not a member of our
group. There were concerns about
confidentiality. There were concerns
about, just how honest we can be,
really. There were concerns about
making sure that we were clear
about what we wanted to get out of
this, that the time was not a waste
of time.
K: Had you been part of a CFG
before you coached that one?
D: No. I had learned from my experience of having used protocols
extensively at my school and having
gone through transition work later
on from Annenberg to the UCLA
SMP.
K: What did you learn from this
experience?
D: The thing I learned the most is
the importance of being honest with
new coaches in coach’s institute and
about how much we’re learning that
we don’t know. Even now, with as
many institutes as we do at UCLA,
and even with having been a CFG
member for going on three years
with a really stable CFG, coaching
two others, and being a member of
a second one, there are still so many
things I don’t know, that I am finding
out, and I am amazed at all of this
work. I feel that I am just as green as
I was when I coached my first CFG!

K: Can you talk a little more about
learning how much you don’t know?
D: I think it really has put us in good
stead that we’ve really had to be humble, because we truly couldn’t even
possibly think that we knew anything,
going in. We just continue to feel that
same way, that we have had lots more
experiences, and still know that there
is a lot that we don’t know, and that
same sense of humility and wonder
and questioning, but then hopefulness
that we could think of that first institute. I think we still have that and I
think that is what makes our institutes
good at UCLA.
K: You talk about a sense of hopefulness. What hope do you have for
schools now?
D: The hope that I see comes from
a heightened sense of awareness of
subtle discriminations and not just a
willingness, but a sense of responsibility, to not let that be OK. The example
that comes to my mind is watching
students on TV from schools in east
Los Angeles, which are the schools I
serve. They were protesting in front
of the school about the number of
army and other military recruiters that
more or less stay at our schools. They
wanted to know why these people are
practically camped-out on our school
site, when they’re not visible at the
schools in the San Fernando Valley
and the affluent areas. I think a few
years ago, students I was working
with may have not been willing to say
that or to take action around it or may
not have even noticed that.
The other thing that gives me
hope is seeing teachers and certain
administrators feel the impact that
a true CFG or truly using CFG processes can have on their school. The
story that comes to mind is about high
school kids who noticed something
going on with their teachers who had
been to Critical Friends Institutes. The
teachers had started coming into one
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another’s rooms and watching each
other. The kids noticed that the teachers were starting to use similar practices. One of these teachers told me a kid
came up to her and said, “ Miss…, are
you guys learning something?” (laughing) and that gave me hope.
K: (laughing) That’s wonderful.
Debbi, looking back over your growing involvement in NSRF – which
began with the “California Protocol” at
the Foshay Learning Center and grew
rapidly as your positions within LA
Unified and UCLA SMP evolved, and
even included co-hosting the NSRF
Winter Meeting in 2003, your recent
acceptance of the role of co-directorship in NSRF isn’t that surprising!
What are you going to do as a director
of NSRF?
D: (laughing) I don’t know, yet.
K: (laughing) What do you hope you
might do?
D: You know, this is probably going to
sound funny because it’s not going to
sound very…specific. Again, it goes
back to that thing about community
for me. As I listen to our group on the
listserv, in groups of three, in groups
of twelve, any group that I’m a part
of in NSRF, the thing that I notice is
a need to really pay attention to communication. So that’s where my focus
lies right now, in really listening and
watching to see what are the dynamics of communication. I think it’s not
a coincidence that, “communicating”
and, “community” are practically the
same word. That’s my focus. I don’t
know how that will play out, but that’s
my interest.

Debbi Laidley can be reached at
debra.laidley@lausd.net
Katy Kelly can be reached at
kkelly@harmonyschool.org
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